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Abstract—We present a built-in self-test (BIST) approach
able to detect and accurately diagnose all single and practically
all multiple faulty programmable logic blocks (PLBs) in field
programmable gate arrays (FPGAs) with maximum diagnostic
resolution. Unlike conventional BIST, FPGA BIST does not involve
any area overhead or performance degradation. We also identify
and solve the problem of testing configuration multiplexers that
was either ignored or incorrectly solved in most previous work.
We introduce the first diagnosis method for multiple faulty PLBs;
for any faulty PLB, we also identify its internal faulty modules
or modes of operation. Our accurate diagnosis provides the basis
for both failure analysis used for yield improvement and for
any repair strategy used for fault-tolerance in reconfigurable
systems. We present experimental results showing detection and
identification of faulty PLBs in actual defective FPGAs. Our BIST
architecture is easily scalable.

Index Terms—Built-in self-test, fault-tolerance, FPGA diagnosis,
FPGA testing, reconfigurable systems.

I. INTRODUCTION

A N FPGA consists of an array of programmable
logic blocks (PLBs) and programmable I/O blocks, con-

nected by a programmable interconnect network. In this paper,
we consider RAM-based FPGAs, which are programmed by
writing an on-chip configuration memory. FPGA manufacturing
tests should detect all the faults affecting every possible mode
of operation of its PLBs and also detect all the faults affecting
its interconnect network. Usually the logic and the intercon-
nect are separately tested. The goal of “detecting a faulty PLB”
implicitly assumes that a defective PLB may have multiple in-
ternal faults. The usual assumption in logic test is that the FPGA
under test has at most one faulty PLB. However, multiple faulty
PLBs may exist in newly manufactured FPGAs or may appear
in FPGAs used in long missions in harsh environments. Inter-
connect testing targets faults such as shorts, opens, and pro-
grammable switches stuck-on and stuck-off.

Most previous methods for FPGA testing, both for PLBs
[17]–[22], [32], [33] and for interconnect [25], [30], [31], [9],
rely on externally applied vectors; hence they are applicable
only for device-level testing. Therefore, while these tests
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can be used for manufacturing test, they are not applicable
to in-system test or to fault-tolerant system applications. In
contrast, BIST-based methods [37]–[42], [28], [13], [15], [4],
[7] can also be reused for board and system-level testing;
their reuse reduces the effort involved in developing system
diagnostic routines to test FPGAs in their system mode of
operation. Since BIST deals with every FPGA in isolation,
it also provides a simple solution to the problem of locating
faulty FPGAs in the system. Of course, BIST is more difficult
to implement, because, unlike in external testing, we cannot
rely on a fault-free tester to provide vectors and analyze results.
Following the approach introduced in [37] and [38], BIST
methods configure one part of the FPGA to be under test and
the other part to generate vectors for, and to analyze the results
from, the subcircuits under test; then the resources of the FPGA
change roles so that the entire FPGA is eventually tested. BIST
techniques have also been applied to on-line FPGA testing
[34], [2], [3], but in this paper we discuss only off-line testing.
Other on-line FPGA test methods rely on redundant design
techniques [6], [10].

Both external-test and BIST methods involve multiple
configurations of the FPGA. An FPGA that is tested in-system
is configured via its boundary-scan interface [35]. The data
required to reconfigure the FPGA under test are maintained
within the test environment, i.e., automatic test equipment
(ATE) for device test or CPU (or maintenance processor) for
in-system test. To minimize the memory requirements as well
as the test time (which is dominated by the device programming
time), the number of test configurations should be kept to a
minimum. BIST methods may require more configurations
than ATE-based FPGA tests.

Conventional BIST approaches introduce both area overhead
and delay penalties; the latter may result in speed degradation
unacceptable in high-performance systems. In contrast, BIST
for FPGAs—first introduced for testing PLBs [37], [38] and
then extended to testing programmable interconnect [41]—ex-
ploits the reprogrammability of an FPGA to configure it
exclusively with BIST logic during off-line testing. In this way,
for manufacturing test,testability is achieved without any cost,
since the BIST logic “disappears” when the FPGA is no longer
under test. When BIST is complete, an FPGA tested in-system
needs to be reconfigured for its normal operation. For an
in-system test, the only cost is the additional memory required
for the BIST configurations. The results of our implementation
will show that this cost is negligible.

Diagnosis consists of mapping an incorrect response from the
circuit under test into the fault(s) that can explain the obtained
response. The required diagnostic resolution depends on the
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goal of the testing process. Usually in system-level testing, the
objective is to locate a replaceable defective component. Thus,
in-system identification of a faulty FPGA would be sufficient
in this context. However, one can take advantage of the repro-
grammability and the regular structure of an FPGA to achieve
fault tolerance by repairing the FPGA in place. Here the goal
is to assure that the defective chip will still correctly execute
its intended function. This is much more economical than re-
placing defective FPGAs, and it is an essential feature in envi-
ronments where device replacement is not feasible or practical,
such as unmanned missions or remote stations. It is interesting
to note that in the Teramac custom computer [7], about 75% of
the 864 FPGAs used in the system are defective and have been
repaired by fault-tolerant reconfiguration. This process requires
the accurate identification of faulty PLBs, which are bypassed
and replaced with fault-free unused cells by reprogramming the
FPGA (if such cells are still available) [23], [29], [7], [11]. The
same resolution (to the level of a faulty PLB) is required for the
“node-covering” fault-tolerant technique, where the repair oc-
curs after manufacturing testing and is application-independent
and invisible to the user [14]. Another yield-enhancement tech-
nique [16] replaces an entire faulty row (or column) by a spare
one, and hence its resolution requirement is only to identify a
faulty row (or column). When the goal of testing is the improve-
ment of the manufacturing process, then the most accurate res-
olution, locating faults inside a PLB, is required to support sub-
sequent failure analysis. The ability to locate defective modules
inside a PLB enables a new form of fault-tolerance that reuses
the fault-free modules or fault-free modes of operation of par-
tially defective PLBs [2], [11]. Other fault-tolerance techniques
[24] also rely on identifying faults within defective PLBs (re-
ferred to as “clusters”) with the goal of reusing them.

Many FPGA test methods configure the FPGA to createit-
erative logic arrays(ILAs), composed of identical cells con-
nected serially as one-dimensional horizontal or vertical arrays
[23], [39], [40], [17]–[21], [28], [32], [33] or two-dimensional
(2-D) arrays [22]. Sometimes separate ILAs are used to prop-
agate errors from the logic under test [39], [40], [20]. Con-
structing ILAs to test the RAM operation of PLBs is described in
[39], [18], [32], and [33]. ILAs are especially useful when they
areC-testable, since then they can be completely tested with a
number of tests that does not depend on the number of cells in
the ILA. An external-test ILA-based method has been used to
detect multiple faulty PLBs [20]. ILA structures are also useful
for diagnosing single faulty PLBs; typically, testing the hori-
zontal (vertical) ILAs identifies a faulty row (column), and the
faulty PLB is located at the intersection of the faulty row and the
faulty column [23], [40], [21], [28]. However, such procedures
may not be reliable in the presence of multiple faults, since a
fault-identifying signal may subsequently propagate through a
defective block.

The method used to check the (noncommercial) FPGAs used
in the Teramac custom computer [7] configures each row as a
pseudo-random sequence generator and checks the final register
contents after applying a given number of clock cycles against an
expected signature. The same procedure is then repeated using
columns instead of rows, and the faulty cells are located at the in-
tersection of the faulty rows with the faulty columns. However,

the test provided to the blocks that form the pseudo-random se-
quence generator does not achieve complete fault coverage and
hence it cannot guaranteeaccuratediagnosis (ingeneral, fault de-
tection is a necessary condition for fault location). In addition,
applying the test requires a fault-free finite-state machine in the
FPGA as the total test time is very large and developing the diag-
nostics tests is an expensive manual process.

The BIST method of [42] provides hierarchical and adaptive
diagnosis; it first identifies multiple faulty groups of PLBs, and
then the faulty PLBs in the faulty groups. For groups of
PLBs, this approach can diagnose only up tofaulty groups.
To identify faulty PLBs, the PLBs in faulty groups are com-
pared with PLBs from fault-free groups. This approach requires
a large number of test configurations, which makes the total test
time prohibitive for manufacturing testing. Scalability appears
to be a problem, as the layout is not regular and the number of
configurations increases with the size of the FPGA.

In this paper, we presentthe first complete test and diagnosis
method for FPGAs. Our BIST technique detects any single
faulty PLB and any combination of multiple faulty PLBs,
without requiring any fault-free core in the FPGA; the tests
are complete for almost any fault model. We have identified
and solved the problem of testing configuration multiplexers
that was either ignored or incorrectly solved in most previous
work. Our new diagnosis algorithm locates any single faulty
PLB and, except for few pathological cases, identifies any
possible combination of multiple faulty PLBs. Moreover, it also
determines the faulty modules or faulty modes of operation of
any defective PLB. Our approach is easily scalable. The same
BIST approach can perform fault detection and identification at
any level of testing, e.g., device level for manufacturing testing
and yield enhancement and system level for repair strategies
in fault-tolerant applications. We used the Lucent Optimized
Reconfigurable Cell Array (ORCA) [26] for the initial design
and implementation of the BIST-based diagnostic approach,
but we emphasize that our technique can be applied to other
RAM-based FPGAs, including Xilinx [43] and Altera [5].

Since our BIST is independent of the system function im-
plemented in the FPGA, our approach could be considered an
“overkill” for in-system testing: why don’t we test the FPGA
just in its normal mode of operation? The main reason is that
during the normal operation of an adaptive system, of a custom-
computing machine, or of a fault-tolerant application, the same
FPGA will be used with different configurations at different
times. Hence, our strategy makes certain that no assigned func-
tion will be incorrectly performed because ofdormant faultsthat
affect currently unused logic cells or unused modes of operation
of the active cells. This is important because testing of dormant
faults is essential in achieving high reliability in safety-critical
applications [36].

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section II
outlines our BIST architecture. Section III reviews the method
used to access the BIST architecture via the FPGA Boundary
Scan interface. Section IV presents the fault detection capabil-
ities of our BIST approach, while Section V analyzes its diag-
nostic features. Section VI discusses the results from the suc-
cessful use of this approach in locating faulty PLBs in manu-
factured FPGAs. Finally, Section VII presents our conclusions.
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Fig. 1. The BIST architecture. (a) TPG, BUT, and ORA connections. (b) Floorplan for first test session (NS). (c) Floorplan for second test session (SN).

II. THE BIST ARCHITECTURE

A. Testing PLBs

The strategy of our FPGA BIST approach is to configure
groups of PLBs astest pattern generators(TPGs) andoutput
response analyzers(ORAs), and another group asblocks under
test(BUTs), as illustrated in Fig. 1(a). The BUTs are then re-
peatedly reconfigured to test them in all their modes of opera-
tion. We refer to the test process that occurs for one configura-
tion as atest phase. A test sessionis a sequence of test phases
that completely test the BUTs in all of their modes of opera-
tion. Once the BUTs have been tested, the roles of the PLBs are
reversed so that in the next test session the previous BUTs be-
come TPGs or ORAs, and vice versa. Since half of the PLBs
are BUTs during each test session, we need only two test ses-
sions to test all PLBs in the FPGA. Fig. 1(b) and (c) show the
floorplans for the two test sessions—called and —that
completely test every PLB in an FPGA. Fig. 1(a) corre-
sponds to the first four rows in Fig. 1(b). The name of a session
denotes the direction of the flow of test patterns during that ses-
sion. The floorplan for is obtained by flipping the floorplan
for around the horizontal axis shown as a dotted line in the
middle of the array. This changes the roles of the PLBs so that
every PLB is under test in one of the two test sessions. Note that
all BUTs are tested in parallel and that patterns may be applied
at-speed.

Each test phase consists of the following steps: 1) reconfigure
the FPGA; 2) initiate the test sequence; 3) generate test pat-
terns; 4) analyze output responses; and 5) read the test results.
In Step 1, the test controller (ATE for wafer/package testing;
CPU or maintenance processor for board/system testing) inter-
acts with the FPGA(s) under test to reconfigure the logic by
retrieving a BIST configuration from the configuration storage
(ATE memory; disk) and loading it into the FPGA(s). The test
controller also initializes the TPGs, BUTs, and ORAs and initi-
ates the BIST sequence (via theBIST Start/Resetinput in Step
2) and reads the subsequentPass/Failresults (Step 5). Steps 3
and 4 are concurrently performed by the BIST logic within the
device. After the board or system-level BIST is complete, the
test controller must reconfigure the FPGA for its normal system
function; hence the normal device configuration must be stored
along with the BIST configurations. The test application time
is dominated by the FPGA reconfiguration time. Since the total
test and diagnosis time is a major factor in the system down time
(system availability) and cost, an important goal of our BIST ap-

Fig. 2. Typical PLB structure.

proach is to minimize the number of configurations used for test
and diagnosis.

Fig. 2 illustrates the typical structure of a PLB, consisting of
a memory block that can function as a look-up table (LUT) or
RAM, several flip–flops (FFs), and multiplexing output logic.
The LUT/RAM block may also contain special-purpose logic
for arithmetic functions (counters, adders, multipliers, etc.).
The RAM may be configured in various modes of operation
(synchronous, asynchronous, single-port, dual-port, etc.).
The FFs can also be configured as latches, and may have
programmable clock-enable, preset/clear, and data selector
functions. Our strategy relies onpseudoexhaustive testing[27],
which in this context means that every subcircuit of a PLB
is tested with exhaustive patterns in each one of its modes of
operation [1]. The memory block is checked with RAM test se-
quences which are exhaustive for faults specific to RAMs [12].
Note that all three subcircuits of a PLB are easily controllable
and observable from the PLBs I/O pins and that exhaustive
testing of every module is feasible since the number of inputs
is reasonably small. This results in practically complete fault
coverage without explicit fault model assumptions and without
fault simulation. For example, all single and multiple stuck-at
faults, as well as all faults (of any type) that do not increase
the number of states, are guaranteed to be detected; the over-
whelming majority of faults that do increase the number of
states are also detected. Thusfor any practical purpose the PLB
logic test is complete. (Applying a complete logic test at normal
operating frequency is likely to create a good delay-fault test,
but in this paper we deal only with logic faults.)

In every test phase, a BUT is configured in a different
mode of operation; hence its pseudoexhaustive test may also
change from phase to phase. For example, the test sequence for
combinational logic followed by FFs is different from the test
sequence for a RAM. Thus a TPG may have different structures
depending on the sequences needed in different phases. All
BUTs are configured to have the same logical function and
receive the same input test patterns from the two identical TPG
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Fig. 3. Integrated ORA/scan cell.

blocks. Since all fault-free BUTs must produce the same output
patterns, the ORAs simply compare corresponding outputs
from different BUTs. Unlike the signature-based compression
circuits found in most BIST applications, comparator-based
ORAs do not suffer from the aliasing problem that occurs when
a faulty circuit produces the good circuit signature.

Fig. 3 shows the structure of an ORA comparing four pairs
of BUT outputs. The signalBuOi (BdOi) is the th output from
the BUT up above (down below) the ORA. The FF stores the
result of the comparison, and the feedback loop latches the first
mismatch in the FF. This represents a compression of the results,
since any number of mismatches in the same phase translate into
one error. The result FFs of all ORAs are connected to form a
scan chain [indicated by the dotted lines in Fig. 1(a)]. In every
test phase, the scan chain is also tested, to assure the integrity of
the test results. Our previous BIST approach [40] recorded only
onePass/Failresult for every row of ORAs. However, storing
the test results of each ORA cell significantly improves the diag-
nosis resolution achievable by this architecture, as we will show
in Section V. For an FPGA, the number of ORA cells is

.
Two important features of this architecture help both testing

and diagnosis of the FPGA. First, every BUT (except those in
the first two and in the last two rows) is simultaneously com-
pared with two other BUTs by two different ORAs (one above
and one below). Second, the pair of BUTs being compared by
each ORA are fed by two different TPGs. Sections IV and V
will show how these features help achieve complete testing and
maximum diagnostic resolution.

B. Testing Configuration Multiplexers

A configuration multiplexer (MUX) is a commonly used
hardware mechanism that selects subcircuits for various modes
of operation. A configuration MUX is controlled by configu-
ration memory bits to select one input to be connected to its
output. In Fig. 4(a), assume that we set the configuration bit

to 0 to connect to . Then the subcircuit producing
disappears from the circuit model seen by the user. This is
correct from a design viewpoint because the valuecan no
longer affect in the current configuration. But from a testing
viewpoint, in any test for the MUX, we need to set and
to complementary values. In general, for a MUX withinputs,
if is the value of the selected input, all the other inputs
should be set to value .

The problem arises because FPGA CAD tools generate the
configuration bitstream based on the user model, which will

(a)

(b)

Fig. 4. Configuration multiplexer.

never include the functionally inactive subcircuits (called “in-
visible logic” in [38]). Thus in Fig. 4(a), when will
be set to both 0 and 1, but cannot change. Similarly, the
user logic cannot control in any configuration where .
The result is that the testing of the MUX may not be complete.
For example, the s-a-1 fault in the gate-level MUX model in
Fig. 4(b) is detected only when , and .
But this pattern may never be applied if cannot be controlled
when .

Our solution relies on separately configuring the invisible
logic so that it will generate the proper values needed for the
inactive MUX inputs. Then we “overlay” the resulting configu-
ration files over the main configuration file with the active logic,
and we “merge” them without changing any MUX setting done
in the main configuration. This process is conceptually simple,
but its implementation requires knowledge of the FPGA config-
uration stream structure.

Note that in most previous work dealing with testing FPGAs,
the problem of testing a configuration MUX is either not ad-
dressed or it is “solved” functionally, by connecting every input
in turn to the output, and providing both 0 and 1 values to the
selected input. However, the invisible logic driving the inactive
inputs is completely ignored. Hence prior claims of “complete
testing” may not be valid since the testing of every configura-
tion MUX in the FPGA is likely to be incomplete. Methods that
did provide complete tests for configuration multiplexers, such
as [21] and [19], used models that did not remove the invisible
logic. But such models cannot be used with the existing FPGA
CAD tools to generate configuration files.

C. Testing Memory Blocks

For the LUT/RAM block of a PLB, we first test its RAM
mode of operation. We configure the TPGs to apply a march test
[12], which detects, among other faults, all the stuck faults in
memory cells, as well as all faults in the address and read/write
circuity of the RAM. We rely on this RAM-mode test as the
major test of the memory block, so that subsequent tests for
different modes of operation of the same block do not need to
retarget the already detected faults. When we test the LUT op-
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eration, we configure alternating XOR/XNOR functions for the
LUT outputs during one test phase and alternating XNOR/XOR
functions during a second test phase. For any combinational
function of inputs, the TPG will apply all vectors.

This strategy using a RAM test sequence to detect most faults
in the LUT/RAM block is not applicable to FPGAs whose PLB
memory block cannot be operated as RAM, and as a result, func-
tions only as a ROM. To test a ROM-only type of LUT with
address bits, we can use theconfigurations proposed in [18].

Some currently available FPGAs contain large embedded
RAM arrays (much larger than the RAMs used within PLBs).
To test such RAMs we need an additional session, in which the
PLBs surrounding a RAM implement the same BIST logic that
would be added to test the RAM had it been embedded on a
system chip. The difference is that in an FPGA the BIST logic
would disappear after the RAM test session. All embedded
RAMs may be tested in parallel, possibly sharing the BIST
controller. If the FPGA has several identical RAM modules,
we can feed them with the same patterns and use comparators
to check mismatches between corresponding outputs.

D. Scalability of the BIST Approach

Our BIST architecture has a very regular easily scalable struc-
ture, automatically generated by a simple procedure (that also
does algorithmic placement and routing), based on the dimen-
sions of the FPGA array. Since an ORA compares
the outputs of its two neighbor BUTs, all signals from BUTs to
ORAs use only local routing resources which are oblivious to
the size of the FPGA. Global routing is used to distribute the
patterns generated by TPGs to BUTs. Ignoring fanout load lim-
itations, adding rows and columns to an array of PLBs will just
extend the length of the vertical and horizontal global lines fed
by TPG outputs; hence the usage of the global routing resources
required for distributing the TPG patterns does not change with
the FPGA size. In the ORCA FPGA, we use the bidirectional
drivers available in the local routing surrounding a PLB to re-
distribute incoming TPG signals, thus avoiding fanout overload.
The following analysis is for FPGAs where such drivers are not
available. If is the number of cells used by one TPG (
in our implementation), a TPG row has TPGs.
(For simplicity we assume that is always a multiple of .) We
divide the BUTs into subsets of columns and we feed
each such subset from its closest two TPGs. Then each TPG
output drives BUTs. This shows that
the loading grows only linearly with , which is the square root
of the size of the FPGA. Nevertheless, if the loading may not
grow over a given limit , then the largest for which the
BIST architecture is feasible is (note that

depends on the BIST clock frequency). Whengrows
over this limit, we divide the FPGA in four quadrants, such that
it is feasible to implement the BIST architecture separately in
each quadrant. For example, if , then an
FPGA will be divided into four FPGAs. All quadrants are
tested concurrently. However, the scan chains of each quadrant
will be connected into a single scan chain, so that the result re-
trieval time grows linearly with the size of the FPGA.

We emphasize that increasingdoes not affect the number
of test sessions, which is always two. The number of test config-

urations (phases) depends only on the structure and the modes
of operation of the PLB, and it is independent of (the de-
pendence shown in [20, Fig. 6] for the BIST method is a result
of incorrect assumptions). Since all BUTs are tested in parallel,
the BIST execution time is also independent of the size of the
FPGA. In addition to the time for scanning out the results, the
only test-time dependence on the size of the array is the recon-
figuration time for each test phase. This is inherent in all the
currently available FPGAs, for which the configuration loading
is a serial process. The time of the method described in [21] does
not depend on , but this is based on a parallel loading mecha-
nism that is not featured in existing FPGAs.

III. B OUNDARY SCAN ACCESS

Practically all recently developed FPGAs, such as [5], [26],
and [43], feature a boundary-scan interface controlled by a Test
Access Port (TAP) [35] that can be also used for reconfigura-
tion. This allows FPGAs to be reconfigured and tested in-system
without requiring additional I/O pins. The Lucent [26] and the
Xilinx [43] architectures also provide user-defined access to the
FPGA core, which we use to control the ORA scan chain. Altera
FPGAs [5] do not feature user-defined TAP instructions, but the
equivalent functionality may be implemented in test mode at the
cost of several test-dedicated I/O pins.

Reconfiguring the FPGA with the BIST test phases, initiating
the BIST sequence, and reading the BIST results (Steps 1, 2,
and 5 of each test phase) are performed using the TAP. Access
to our BIST architecture requires the ability to control theBIST
Start/Resetto initialize the TPGs and ORAs and start the BIST
sequence, as well as the ability to read theBIST Doneand ORA
Pass/Failresults from the BIST circuitry. This access must be
made within the confines of the typical FPGA boundary-scan
circuitry architecture. For example, unlike boundary-scan cells
for external interconnect testing, theShift/CaptureandUpdate
control signals are not made available to the core of the FPGA
by the TAP circuitry in most FPGAs. Instead, the only internal
signals provided by the TAP for user-defined internal scan
chains areTCK, TDI, a port to send data out onTDO, and an
internal enable signal (TEN). TEN is active when the user-de-
fined scan-chain instruction is decoded by the TAP controller
and remains active until a different instruction is loaded into the
TAP instruction register. Additional considerations in selecting
a boundary-scan access method for final implementation in-
clude total test time, PLB overhead, routability, and diagnostic
resolution. A detailed analysis of four methods for access to the
FPGA BIST architecture via the boundary-scan interface was
given in [13]. In this section, we describe the method selected
for the final implementation of our BIST approach.

By integrating an internal scan chain in the PLBs containing
the ORAs, we obtain an architecture that allows us to observe
the results of the comparisons done by every ORA, without ad-
ditional logic resources and with only local routing resources
for the scan chain. By using the data-select MUX that is part of
the flip–flop circuitry in the most PLBs, we can alternately use
the flip–flop to latch mismatches in the ORA and to shift out the
Pass/Failresults at the completion of the BIST sequence. As a
result, we can create individual, independent ORAs with inte-
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Fig. 5. Results scan-chain and timing diagram.

grated scan registers in each ORA as illustrated in Fig. 5. This
provides a significant enhancement to diagnostic resolution as
will be discussed in Section V.

Working within the confines of the typical FPGA boundary
scan architecture, we use theTENsignal for theBIST Start/Reset
functions. As a result, the FFs in the TPGs, ORAs, and BUTs
are being reset until we load the user-defined scan register in-
struction, at which time the BIST sequence begins. This is ac-
complished by havingTENreset all FFs in the FPGA. TheTDI
input is used as theShift/Capturecontrol to the internal scan
chain containing the BIST outputs (BIST DoneandPass/Failin-
dications) as illustrated in Fig. 5. By connecting theBIST Done
output to the last register in the internal scan chain, this signal is
immediately observable onTDOby holdingTDI at theCapture
logic value (logic 1 in our implementation). As soon asBIST
Donegoes active, we begin shifting out thePass/Fail indica-
tions by settingTDI to theShiftlogic value (logic 0 in this case).

clock cycles are needed to retrieve all the BIST re-
sults. By supplying a logic 1 (via the activeTENsignal) to the
scan input of the first scan FF in the chain, we are able to test the
integrity of the internal scan chain as well. For example, a scan
chain FF s-a-0 will be detected by the absence of the logic 1 at
the end of the BIST results-shifting sequence. (Since a value of
1 represents an error, a FF s-a-1 will be immediately detected.)

Since all BIST operations involve the TAP controller, this is
the first FPGA subcircuit that is tested. For this we use the “Tap-
dance” test sequence introduced in [8] or a subset of it. If the
FPGA is tested with ATE, then we can use the entire sequence,
which is a comprehensive functional test. For an in-system test,
we exclude any subsequence that involves FPGA I/O pins other
than the four boundary-scan pins. For example, we skip testing
the instructions that capture data in the boundary scan register
(these instructions are usually tested together with the board in-
terconnect by a separate board-level test). In this way, we obtain
a complete test for all TAP operations that will be used by our
BIST sequence. Although this subset is essentially a short ex-
ternal test, it relies only on the same four pins used by BIST and
can be regarded as an intrinsic part of the BIST sequence.

To summarize the sequencing of the FPGA test via the
boundary scan interface, after the TAP controller test described
above has passed, the test controller sends an instruction to the

TAP controller to access the configuration memory and then
downloads the configuration bits for the first BIST test phase.
After configuration, the controller sends an instruction to access
the user-defined scan register, which initiates the BIST sequence.
TheTDI input is held high until theBIST Donesignal goes active
indicating that the ORAPass/Failresults are valid. ThenTDI
is set low and thePass/Failresults are shifted out as illustrated
in Fig. 5. If a logic 1 appears at the end of the shift sequence
(indicating the scan chain is fault-free), the test controller moves
to the next BIST phase and repeats this sequence of operations.
This process continues until all BIST test sessions and phases
have been executed. All failures are recorded and subsequently
analyzed for diagnosis. If the FPGA has been tested in system
and found to be fault-free, then it is reconfigured to its normal
mode of operation. If the diagnosis locates defective PLBs, the
FPGA can be repaired by reconfiguration.

IV. BIST-BASED FAULT DETECTION

In this section we show that our BIST approach achieves com-
plete fault detection for single faulty PLBs and practically com-
plete fault detection for multiple faulty PLBs. A faulty PLB in
a TPG or in an ORA may not produce an error if its fault does
not affect the operation of the TPG or ORA. Thus we will rely
on detection of PLB faults only when a faulty PLB is under test
(configured as a BUT).

Claim 1: Any single faulty PLB is guaranteed to be detected.
Proof: When the faulty PLB is a BUT, it receives the cor-

rect pseudo-exhaustive patterns from a fault-free TPG in every
one of its modes of operation. The outputs of the faulty BUT
are compared with a fault-free BUT fed by a fault-free TPG,
and the comparison and error latching are done by a fault-free
ORA. (Since the scanning mechanism of the ORA result register
is tested as part of every test phase, we can assume that errors
propagate through a fault-free scan chain.) Thus the faulty PLB
is detected.

The more difficult question is whether we can have multiple
faulty PLBs that mask each other, so that together they escape
detection. Although, in general, we cannot claim that any pos-
sible combination of faulty PLBs will be detected, we can iden-
tify many large classes of multiple faulty PLBs whose detection
can be guaranteed. In the following, when we analyze the de-
tectability of a group of faulty PLBs, we implicitly assume
that all the other PLBs are fault-free (in other words,is not
a subset of a larger group of faulty PLBs).is detected when
any of its PLBs is detected.

Claim 2: Any group of faulty PLBs in the same row is guar-
anteed to be detected.

Proof: Except the blocks in a TPG, the only interaction
among PLBs located in different columns is provided by the
scan register connecting the ORA result flip–flops. However,
the scan operation of the ORA result register is also tested by
the technique described in Section III. Hence, faults in BUT
and ORA PLBs in the same row cannot mask each other. Faulty
PLBs in rows 1 or may not be detected when they are part
of a TPG (for example, when two faulty TPGs feeding pairs of
BUTs compared by the same ORAs generate identical patterns),
but they will be detected when configured as BUTs.
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(a) (b)

Fig. 6. Example for Claim 3.

The next result deals with the detection of faulty PLBs re-
siding in the same column, called thefaulty column. A middle
row refers to any row except 1 and.

Claim 3: Any group of faulty PLBs in the middle rows of
the same column that has at least two adjacent fault-free PLBs
is guaranteed to be detected.

Proof: Consider two adjacent fault-free PLBs that have a
faulty neighbor PLB. For illustration, assume thatand in
Fig. 6(a) are fault-free and that is faulty (denoted by a black
cell). Consider the test session in whichand are BUTs
and is an ORA. The fault(s) in must be detected, because
all test patterns are applied by two fault-free TPGs (in row 1
or ) to and , and is compared with a fault-free BUT

by a fault-free ORA . Thus the presence of the two
adjacent fault-free PLBs does not allow their faulty neighbor to
be masked, and therefore any group of faulty PLBs in the middle
rows of the same column is detected.

Note that to escape detection, there must be at least
faulty PLBs in the group, because otherwise the faulty column
will have at least two adjacent fault-free PLBs. This is a very re-
strictive condition: for example, in a FPGA, any faulty
column with less than 10 faulty FPGA is guaranteed to be de-
tected. Furthermore, the faulty PLBs configured as BUTs must
produce identical output responses during every test phase. The
reason Claim 3 restricts faulty PLBs to the middle rows of the
faulty column is to guarantee that the TPGs in rows 1 and
are fault-free and thus generate all test patterns. Otherwise, it
is theoretically possible that the group of faulty PLBs escape
detection, even if the faulty column has two adjacent fault-free
PLBs; for this to happen, all of the following conditions must
be satisfied: 1) the faulty PLB in row 1 or must change the
patterns produced by one TPG,and2) the faulty TPG must skip
all the patterns that detect every faulty BUT bordering two ad-
jacent fault-free PLBs,and 3) the fault-free BUTs must have
identical responses for every pair of different vectors produced
by the two TPGs (otherwise errors will appear at all the ORAs
in the fault-free columns). Clearly, this set of conditions is so
restrictive that it is unlikely to ever occur in practice. Hence in
practice, columns that include faulty PLBs in rows 1 orwill
also be detected. (The above analysis shows that the claim made
in [20] that BIST-based approaches “do not detect all double
faulty PLBs” is incorrect.)

Fig. 6(b) shows an example of a faulty column with
where no pair of fault-free PLBs are adjacent. Consider the test
session in which all four faulty PLBs are BUTs. In addition,
assume that their faults are functionally equivalent, so that no
mismatches will be produced. If these faults are not activated in
the other test session when the faulty PLBs in the middle rows

Fig. 7. Pathological case that escapes fault detection.

serve as ORAs, and the PLB in row 8 is part of a TPG, then
this multiple fault will escape detection. However, this situation
can be characterized as “pathological,” since it has an extremely
low probability of occurrence: 1) half of the PLBs in the same
column must be faulty,and2) these PLBs must reside in every
other row,and 3) their faults must be functionally equivalent,
and 4) these faults must not be detected when these PLBs are
configured as ORAs and TPG cell. The probability of occur-
rence is very low because we need the AND of four conditions
which are very unlikely by themselves.

Because masking cannot occur among faults in the middle
rows of different columns, we can derive from Claim 3 the fol-
lowing more general result.

Claim 4: Any group of faulty PLBs in the middle rows of the
FPGA, such that every faulty column has at least two adjacent
fault-free PLBs, is guaranteed to be detected.

Like Claim 3, Claim 4 can also be extended in practice to
cover faulty PLBs in rows 1 and . Fig. 7 illustrates an inter-
esting group of four faulty PLBs that can escape detection if the
following conditions are all satisfied: 1) PLBs and have the
same position in the first and the second TPG in row 1,and2)
PLBs and have the same position in the first and the second
TPG in row 8,and3) the faults in and are equivalent,and
4) the faults in and are equivalent,and5) the TPGs in row
1 skip all the patterns that detect faults inand , and6) the
TPGs in row 8 skip all the patterns that detect faults inand

. The faulty PLBs escape detection because in every test ses-
sion, the patterns generated by the two TPGs are identical (so no
mismatches are detected at any ORAs), and they miss the faults
in the faulty BUTs. Clearly, this would be another pathological
situation.

Although we cannot guarantee that the two test sessions il-
lustrated in Fig. 1 will detect any possible combination of faulty
PLBs, it appears that the conditions that allow a group of faulty
PLBs to escape detection are so restrictive that they are very
unlikely to occur in practice. Therefore we can conclude thatin
practice any combination of faulty PLBs will be detected.

But if needed, we can enhance the BIST sequence to guar-
antee the detection of any combination of faulty PLBs by adding
the two test sessions shown in Fig. 8. These are obtained by
rotating the test sessions of Fig. 1 by 90, so that the flow of
test patterns is horizontal instead of vertical. If a group of faulty
PLBs did escape detection in the first two test sessions, this was
caused by masking among faulty PLBs in the same column. But
the rotation is in effect interchanging the rows and the columns
so that it destroys the masking relations because the faulty PLBs
interact now as if they are in the same row. Hence a group that
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(a) (b)

Fig. 8. Additional (“horizontal”) test sessions. (a) Test sessionWE. (b) Test
sessionEW .

escapes detection in the first two sessions is guaranteed to be
detected in at least one of the additional two sessions.

V. BIST-BASED DIAGNOSIS

In this section, we present the use of the BIST approach in di-
agnosing an FPGA that failed the tests provided by the two test
sessions shown in Fig. 1. In any fault location procedure, max-
imum diagnostic resolution is achieved when faults are isolated
within an equivalence class containing all the faults that produce
the observed response. If every equivalence class has only one
fault, we say that the fault isuniquely diagnosed, that is, there
is no other fault which can produce the same response. In our
case a fault is one faulty PLB that may have any number of in-
ternal faults, and the response is obtained at the outputs of the
ORAs. We begin by assuming a single faulty PLB in the FPGA,
then we analyze the case of multiple faulty PLBs, and we also
discuss locating faults inside a defective PLB.

A. Locating a Single Faulty PLB

Claim 5: Any single faulty PLB is guaranteed to be uniquely
diagnosed.

Proof: First we analyze the case when a faulty PLB is de-
tected only in the session when it is configured as a BUT. Note
that most faulty BUTs will produce errors at two ORAs, except
a faulty BUT in the first two or the last two rows, which will pro-
duce an error in only one ORA. The column of the failing BUT is
identified by the scan-chain position of the ORAs where errors
are detected. Looking only at the faulty column, letdenote
the ORA located in row and the BUT in row . For ex-
ample, a defective will cause errors at and in session

, while a defective will be detected only at in session
. The results of this analysis for an FPGA are given in

Table I under the heading “only BUT failures.” Errors at ORA
outputs are marked by X. We can observe that the error pattern
of every faulty row is unique.

Now we analyze the case when some faults in a PLB may
also be detected when that PLB is configured as an ORA or a
TPG. The results of this analysis are given in Table I under the
heading “with potential ORA/TPG failures.” A fault in an ORA
may cause an error only in that ORA when it reports a mismatch
even though the compared pairs of output values agree. Thus
in addition to the error at in session , a faulty may
also cause an error at in session . This error is marked by
“(X)” to denote a potential error. A fault in a TPG cell may cause
the TPG to produce patterns different from those of a fault-free

TPG, thus possibly generating mismatches in every comparator
that observe the BUTs fed by the faulty TPG; in rows 1 and 8,
we use “(X X X)” to denote a potential group of three errors.
Thus, if all ORAs fed by the same TPG have errors in one ses-
sion, we have an indication of faults in a TPG PLB, but we can
ignore these errors and use the failures of the other test session to
determine which PLB is faulty. Although every row in Table I
now contains one potential error or one potential group of er-
rors, it is easy to observe that the pattern of every faulty row is
still different from all others. Therefore we can conclude that
after the two BIST sessions we can accurately locate the row
in which the faulty PLB resides. Combined with the column of
the ORAs where errors are reported, this uniquely identifies the
position of the faulty PLB.

This analysis is similar to the one done in [40], with the main
difference being that the architecture of [40] allowed us only
to locate the row containing the faulty PLB, while the new ar-
chitecture shown in Fig. 1 also provides us with the column of
the faulty PLB. In the old architecture, the two additional test
sessions illustrated in Fig. 8 were required to locate the faulty
column. These test sessions are no longer needed to locate a
single faulty PLB in the new architecture.

B. Locating Multiple Faulty PLBs

The following results deal with the location of a group
of faulty PLBs that is detected in at least one test session. To
uniquely diagnose means toidentify all its faulty blocks such
that no other group (including subsets of) can produce the
same result. Although unique diagnosis is not always possible,
there are many situations when it can be guaranteed.

Claim 6: Any group of faulty PLBs in the same row is guar-
anteed to be uniquely diagnosed.

Proof: In the session when all PLBs in the faulty row are
under test, each BUT is observed at one or two ORAs (de-
pending on the location of the faulty row) in the same column.
Thus the ORAs where failures are observed are in different
columns and do not interact.

Two PLBs in the same column are said to bedisjoint if their
faults cannot be observed at the same ORA. A group of PLBs in
the same column is disjoint if every pair of PLBs in the group
are disjoint. For example, PLBs in rows 1, 4, and 8 of the same
column form a disjoint group, but PLBs in rows 3 and 5 are not
disjoint, since both of them are observed at the. Since faults
in disjoint PLBs do not interact, we have the following results.

Claim 7: Any disjoint group of faulty PLBs in the same
column is guaranteed to be uniquely diagnosed.

Claim 8: Any group of faulty PLBs in the FPGA, such that
the faulty PLBs in every column are disjoint, is guaranteed to
be uniquely diagnosed.

Thus far for diagnosis of disjoint faulty PLBs, it has been
sufficient to know the ORAs where errors are observed. But it is
easy to see that this knowledge is not enough to diagnose nondis-
joint faulty PLBs. For example, if two PLBs may be faulty and
we obtain errors at and in session (see Table I), we
do not know whether is also faulty in addition to . How-
ever, in each test session we also record all failing phases, and
we can use these data to achieve greater diagnostic resolution.
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TABLE I
ERRORSCAUSED BY A SINGLE FAULTY PLB

Fig. 9. Equation (1).

If the sets of failing test phases obtained atand are dif-
ferent, this difference can be explained only by the faults in
in addition to those obvious faults in .

Assuming that a faulty PLB is detected only when it is config-
ured as a BUT, the set of failing phases obtained atis given
by

(1)

where is the set of failing phases of , and is the
set of failing phases of both and that have identical
responses (and thus do not cause mismatches at). In Fig. 9,
the area of is marked by diagonal lines. Note that
is empty when both and are fault-free, or when
the faults in and are equivalent (since then

). It is interesting to observe that there exists one
situation when is the same, no matter if only one or both of
the BUTs observed at are faulty; this occurs if the two BUTs
have the same sets of failing phases , but
their faulty responses are never the same .

Knowing the set of failing phases observed atand the com-
plete set of failing phases of one of the two faulty BUTs, we can
determine the set of failing phases where the two BUTs have
identical responses by

(2)

Based on and one of the two sets, we can also compute
a lower bound on the other set by

(3)

or by

(4)

Fig. 10. Lemma 1.

Note that (3) becomes an equality when and are
disjoint

(5)

This occurs when and .
Next we outline a diagnostic procedure that, whenever

possible, uniquely locates a group of faulty PLBs in the same
column and recognizes situations when unique diagnosis cannot
be achieved. The procedure, Multiple Faulty Cell Locator,
called MULTICELLO relies on two assumptions which are
valid in most practical situations.

A1: There are at most two interacting (nondisjoint) faulty
BUTs having identical responses in the same failing
phase.

A2: A faulty PLB works correctly when configured as an
ORA.

Later we will discuss what happens when these assumptions
are not true. The following results will be used by our diagnosis
procedure.

Lemma 1: A BUT observed by two ORAs that do not report
failures in phase does not fail in phase.

Proof: We denote “does not fail in phase” by (see
Fig. 10). Assume, by contradiction, that fails phase . Let

be the BUT above and the BUT below . Since
fails , but is not reported by either or , from (2) we
conclude that both and must fail with faulty responses
identical to that of . But then we would have three faulty BUTs
with identical responses in, and this would contradict assump-
tion . Therefore does not fail in phase.

Lemma 2: A BUT observed by two nonfailing ORAs is fault-
free.

Proof: From Lemma 1, a BUT observed by nonfailing
ORAs does not fail in any phase.

Lemma 3: Let be an ORA observing BUTs and . If
does not fail in phase and does not report a failure in,

then does not fail in phase either.
Proof: From (1) (see Fig. 11).
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Fig. 11. Lemma 3.

Fig. 12. Lemma 4.

Fig. 13. Lemma 5.

Lemma 4: Let be an ORA observing BUTs and .
If does not fail in phase and reports a failure in , then

fails in phase .
Proof: From (1) and Assumption A2 (see Fig. 12).

Lemma 5: Let be an ORA observing BUTs and .
If fails in phase and does not report a failure in, then

fails in phase , and and have identical responses in
phase .

Proof: From (2) (see Fig. 13).
Next, we will present theMULTICELLO algorithm and at

the same time we will illustrate its execution analyzing the re-
sponses obtained at the ORAs in one column in the test
session of a FPGA, where rows are numbered 1 to 20
with the TPGs in row 20 (see Fig. 14). The goal is to determine
the set of failures for every BUT. The algorithm first identifies
only nonfailing phases for BUTs, then proceeds to determine
the failing ones.

Procedure MULTICELLO:

1) Record ORA results and initialize the failures of every
BUT in each phase as unknown.

This initial state is shown in Fig. 14 step 1, where 0
and 1 entries for an ORA indicate, respectively, a passing
and a failing result in the corresponding phase, and the
empty cells denote unknown BUT failures. For example,

reports failures in phases 1, 5, and 7.
2) In each column , for every two consecutive ORAs with a

0 mark, enter a 0 for the BUT between them.
This step applies Lemma 1 and its results are shown in

Fig. 14 step 2 (new entries are shown in bold). We use
the same 1 and 0 notation to respectively denote a BUT
failure and a passing test.

3) In each column, for every two adjacent 0 marks followed
by an empty cell, enter a 0 in the empty cell.

This step applies Lemma 3; the two adjacent 0 marks
belong to a BUT and an ORA, and the empty cell is the
other BUT observed by the same ORA. The results are
shown in Fig. 14 step 3. Note that and have already
been identified as fault-free.

4) In each column , for every adjacent 0 and 1 marks fol-
lowed by an empty cell, enter a 1 in the empty cell.

This step applies both Lemmas 4 (when the 0 mark
is for a BUT) and 5 (when the 0 mark is for an ORA).
The results are shown in Fig. 14 step 4. We have identi-
fied six faulty PLBs— , and .
Note that none of the failures of is observed at
because has identical responses in phases 1, 5, and 7.
Also note that we have identified every failing phase for
five out of the six faulty PLBs, but we cannot determine
whether also fails in phase 6.

5) Consistency check: If there is an ORA reporting a failure
in phase , while neither of the two BUTs observed by the
ORA fails in , then report inconsistency and exit.

6) If every PLB has been identified as fault-free or faulty, the
group of faulty PLBs has been uniquely diagnosed.

This is not the case in our example, since and
may have equivalent faults failing phase 4. To achieve
unique diagnosis, we need to apply the horizontal sessions
shown in Fig. 8.

End
The above example dealt with the results of only one test ses-

sion. Under the assumption that a faulty PLB is detected only
when configured as a BUT, the two sessions can be indepen-
dently analyzed by the same procedure, and a different group of
faulty BUTs may be identified in each session.

It is interesting to see howMULTICELLOhandles the results
produced by a single faulty PLB. For example, assume that we
obtain errors in several phases both atand ; then in Steps
2 and 3 all BUTs except are identified as fault-free, and then

is located as the source of the failing phases. Similarly, if
errors are obtained only at , MULTICELLO will uniquely
diagnose as faulty.

However, there are two single faulty PLBs thatMULTI-
CELLO cannot uniquely diagnose. For example, if we obtain
the same errors at and , then all the BUTs except and

are identified as fault-free, and is diagnosed as faulty.
But we cannot determine whether is fault-free or faulty
with the same set of failing phases as . (In the previous
example, we could not determine whether had a failure in
phase 3.) ThusMULTICELLOcorrectly finds to be faulty,
but and are indistinguishable. The source of
this problem is that the first and the last BUT in a column
are observed only at one ORA, while all the other BUTs are
observed at two ORAs.

If we cannot achieve unique diagnosis, we can apply the hor-
izontal test sessions shown in Fig. 8, so that the nondisjoint
cells in the same column whose interaction made diagnosis dif-
ficult are no longer interacting. For the example above,
and will be distinguished because and will be
checked in separate rows. This represents anadaptive diagnosis
strategy, where the tests to be applied next are determined based
on the results obtained so far—here the additional test sessions
are applied only if the initial two test sessions do not uniquely
diagnose the faulty PLBs in the FPGA.

Fig. 15 illustrates an interesting situation where even the ad-
dition of the horizontal sessions will not help in obtaining a
unique diagnosis. Let us assume that in column 1, we obtain
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Fig. 14. Locating multiple faulty PLBs.

Fig. 15. Ambiguous diagnosis.

the set of failing phases at and ; as shown before,
MULTICELLO identifies as faulty and as potentially
faulty with the same set . If next we apply the horizontal
test sessions, and for row 1, we obtain the same errorsat

and , then the same PLB in the corner (row 1 and column
1, denoted by ) is again potentially faulty. So the groups

and are indistinguish-
able. However, this is another pathological situation, since it re-
quires these three specific PLBs to have the same sets of failing
phases. There are only four such cases in the entire FPGA, one
for each corner.

If MULTICELLOends up detecting an inconsistency, this in-
dicates either that the actual fault in the circuit is possibly an
interconnect fault or that some of the assumptions used are not
valid. The most likely to be invalidated is the assumption about
detecting a PLB only when configured as a BUT. Note that
MULTICELLOwill not do anything useful in a session where all
ORAs in the same column have errors, since it needs two ORA
without errors to execute Step 2. But these results are character-
istic of a fault in a TPG cell, and diagnosis can still be successful
in the other session where the TPG cells are BUTs. Although we
can have a different diagnosis procedure to work under the as-
sumption that faults in an ORA may modify its set of failures,
instead we apply the horizontal test sessions and useMULTI-
CELLO to process their results first.

In summary, we apply the two test sessions in Fig. 1, and
we useMULTICELLOto diagnose the results of every column.
If unique diagnosis is not achieved, we repeat the process with
the horizontal test sessions in Fig. 8. This adaptive strategy will
achieve unique diagnosis for any group of faults encountered in
practice.

Compared with the diagnosis algorithm for multiple faulty
PLBs presented in [4],MULTICELLO is simpler and relies on
less restrictive assumptions.

C. Diagnosis Within a Faulty PLB

During each test session, the errors (failing ORA indications)
are actually recorded for every test phase. This allows us to iden-
tify the failing mode(s) of operation of the faulty PLB and its
faulty internal module(s). For example, consider the test phases
developed for the ORCA 2C and 2CA series FPGA given in
Table II. The first nine phases are used to test the various modes
of operations of the PLBs in the ORCA 2C series, while the
complete set of 14 test phases is used to test the ORCA 2CA
series. Phases 1–4 test the LUT portion of the PLB, phases 5–9
test the FFs, and phases 10–14 test additional LUT modes of
operation present only in ORCA 2CA series. For example, if
only phase 10 fails, then we know that only the logic used ex-
clusively to implement the multiplier is faulty. If only phases 5
and 7 fail, then the most likely cause is faulty connection(s) be-
tween the LUT and the flip–flops. Such accurate diagnosis is ex-
tremely useful in failure-mode analysis and yield improvement.
This accuracy also provides the basis for allowing the reuse of
a partially defective PLBs in fault-tolerant applications or adap-
tive computing applications [2]. For example, if only phases 5
through 9 fail, then the LUT is fault-free (since it passed ex-
haustive tests in each of its modes of operation), and this PLB
with defective flip–flops can be safely used to implement any
combinational logic function.
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TABLE II
SUMMARY OF BIST PHASES FORORCA 2CAND 2CA SERIESLOGIC BLOCKS

Fig. 16. ORA with greater diagnostic resolution.

Additional diagnostic resolution can be obtained by con-
structing independent ORAs that compare the fewest possible
BUT outputs per PLB flip–flop. As a result, aPass/Failindica-
tion is obtained for each pair of outputs being compared to give
diagnostic information regarding which portion of the BUT is
faulty. This ORA implementation is illustrated in Fig. 16, where
each ORA flip–flop stores the result of only one comparison.
In some FPGAs (such as the Xilinx 4000 and Vertex series [43]
and ORCA 3C series [26]), independent ORAs can be imple-
mented in one PLB to compare a single output from each of the
two BUTs for maximum diagnostic resolution. Other FPGAs,
such as the ORCA 2C series [26], are limited to comparing
two pairs of BUT outputs due to the LUT architecture. When
the test phases for the various modes of operation are coupled
with the “fine-grain” diagnostic resolution of the independent
ORAs illustrated in Fig. 16, the faulty portion of a PLB module
can be determined as well (for example, which one of the PLB
flip–flops or LUTs is faulty). This accuracy in diagnosis was
never achieved in any previous work.

VI. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS FORORCA FPGAS

In this section, we present the results of the implemen-
tation of our BIST-based diagnostic approach using ORCA
2C15A FPGAs and discuss our experience with testing and
diagnosis of known defective FPGAs. The ORCA 2C15A has
400 PLBs in a array and it requires the full set of
14 test phases summarized in Table II for each one of the two
test sessions. Each test phase for the 2C15A requires 220, 800
bits of memory to store the configuration for that test phase

TABLE III
SUMMARY OF TESTING FAULTY FPGAS

for a total storage requirement of 0.77 Mbytes for test con-
figurations for both test sessions. The total FPGA test time,
including all reconfigurations, is less than 1 s, using a 10-MHz
boundary-scan clock.

We were provided with five 2C15A devices by Lucent Tech-
nologies Microelectronics Group in Allentown, PA. From man-
ufacturing test results, two FPGAs were known to be fault-free
and three were known to be defective. All three defective de-
vices failed our test, and the two fault-free devices passed. Ana-
lyzing the results of the defective FPGAs, our PLB diagnosis
procedureMULTICELLO reported inconsistencies for Chip1
and Chip2 and identified one faulty PLB in Chip3 (in row 3 and
column 18).

To validate these results, we retested the defective chips with
the off-line BIST for programmable interconnect described in
[41] and with the online BIST for PLBs (the Roving STARs
approach) presented in [2] and [3]. No application was pro-
grammed in FPGAs for the online test. The online BIST tests
each PLB twice, once in a vertical STAR and one in an hori-
zontal STAR. Table III summarizes the results of all tests. The
failures of the routing BIST in Chip1 and Chip2 show that
the inconsistencies reported byMULTICELLO trying to locate
defective PLBs in these devices are caused by the presence of
interconnect faults. For Chip1, the online PLB test passed all
vertical roving tests but failed some of the horizontal roving
tests. Since these tests involve the same PLBs but different
routing resources, we concluded that Chip1 has only intercon-
nect faults that also cause its offline PLB test to fail. Chip2 fails
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every test and has both faulty PLBs and faulty interconnect.
Chip3 passed the interconnect test, and the online diagnosis
method described in [3] identified the same faulty PLB as
MULTICELLO.

The faulty PLB in Chip3 failed phases 5–9, and by using one
additional configuration that separated between FFs and LUT,
we were able to determine that the fault affects only the FFs
and the LUT is fault-free [3]. This defective PLB has been suc-
cessfully reused to implement combinational logic functions in
a fault-tolerant application [11].

Since faulty FPGAs are difficult to obtain, we have also per-
formed verification of our BIST approach using a fault emulator
that injects faults in the FPGA by changing configuration bits
just prior to download.

VII. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we have described a BIST approach for pro-
grammable logic blocks in SRAM-based FPGAs. Our approach
is applicable at any level of testing and, unlike conventional
BIST, it does not introduce any area overhead or delay penalty.
Every PLB is pseudoexhaustively tested in all its modes of
operation, so the tests are practically complete for any logic
fault model. We have shown that in practice, our method de-
tects any combination of faulty PLBs. Our architecture facili-
tates the testing of all PLBs in only two test sessions, and the
number of test configurations is also independent of the size
of the FPGA. Its regular structure allows easy scalability with
the size of the FPGA and algorithmic generation of placement
and routing data for every test phase based only on the size of
the array.

We also presented the first diagnosis algorithm that can ac-
curately locate any single and most multiple faulty PLBs with
maximum diagnostic resolution. The multiple faulty PLBs
that cannot be diagnosed appear to be very restrictive sit-
uations unlikely to occur in practice. Our method can also
identify defective subcircuits inside a PLB. This diagnostic
information can then be used for yield enhancement in the
manufacturing process or for repair strategies in fault-tolerant
applications. We have successfully verified our approach with
faults injected using a fault emulator and with actual defective
FPGAs.

An open problem to be investigated in the future is diagnosis
under a mixed-fault model, that is, locating faults in a chip that
has both faulty PLBs and faulty interconnect.
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